Case Study

Amann & Söhne:
SAP EWM and SAPUI5
Development and system transition
in the central distribution center

Customer profile

The solution

The AMANN Group has existed since 1854 and looks
back on more than 160 years of company history. Today,
it is a leading manufacturer of high-quality sewing thread
and knitting yarn. The traditional company is also pulling
the strings with regard to its warehouse logistics. Since
the beginning of the seventies, Amann & Söhne GmbH &
Co. KG in Erligheim (Baden-Württemberg) has operated
a central distribution warehouse that was completely
modernized in 2015.

The implementation of SAP EWM encompassed the
connection of automated as well as manual warehouse
areas. It also included an automated high bay warehouse
for the storage of cartons on trays, an automated
conveyor technology-based transfer system for cartons
and order containers, packing lanes and various manual
warehouse areas. Particular attention was paid to the
packing lanes since carriers in full truckload and less than
truckload areas as well as courier and parcel services for
transporting sea, air and truck freight are used daily to
ship about 2,000 packages worldwide.

The project
Currently, the AMANN Group only operates its own
branch offices in Europe, the United States and Asia.
The production quantity of the goods is about 1 million
kilometers of thread – every day. The distribution
warehouse in Erligheim plays an important role because
this is where products from the AMANN plants in Germany,
the Czech Republic, Great Britain, Romania, China and
third-party products from suppliers are picked, packed
and shipped. In addition, non-retail goods are delivered
centrally, stocked and packed so they can be shipped
together with the finished goods. Due to the diversity
of the logistics processes to be mapped here, AMANN
decided to replace its Warehouse Management System
that had been in use for almost twenty years with SAP
EWM (Extended Warehouse Management).

In the next step, specially configured smart devices were
used for the implementation of a mobile strategy in the
store-in, picking and shipping areas. The new software
basis including all mobile peripherals, steps away from
paper driven picking and into the digitized industry – by
processing intralogistics processes via an app.
The implementation of the industrial, mobile equipment
was realized with the necessary modifications on the
system level. Taking into consideration customer and
industry-specific requirements,

a system environment was developed that creates
seamless interfaces between SAP EWM and the
necessary RF applications. To this end, the framework
SAPUI5 (SAP User Interface for HTML5), which ensures
high performance and stability even with a large quantity
of clients, was used. Because it can be fully integrated, it
always provides a smooth exchange of data between the
individual devices and SAP EWM.
The use of end mobile equipment has already been proven
and tested in the production phase.
The equipment
enables perfect scanning of the inbound goods, then the
app leads you through the process step by step. Additional
information for order processing is available at any time
for efficient goods management. Getting used to the new
procedure is simple since the „warehouse app“ closely
resembles conventional apps. Thanks to modern, intuitive
user interfaces and a specially configured browser, all
necessary information is at your fingertips.
In Erligheim, this resulted in an open logistics concept
that can keep up with the shorter delivery times and
increased demands due to the rise in goods output.
With SAP EWM, AMANN lays the foundation for the
central planning and control of all logistic activities. At the
same time, standardized interfaces enable the seamless
connection of additional warehouse technology. Based on
SAPUI5, it is possible to connect intelligent technologies

that significantly simplify the work processes in the Goods
Receiving and Goods Issue areas. Additional end mobile
equipment can be easily integrated into the existing system
landscape. No matter what the next wave of growth or
innovation may bring: AMANN is ready.

At a glance
Customer
Amann & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG
Project goals
Increase in efficiency in the store-in and picking areas;
higher output
Products and solutions
SAP EWM
RF application based on SAPUI5
Intuitive warehouse app
Main benefits for the customer
Complete stock and process transparency, seamless
integration of smart devices

“inconso AG supported the project from the get-go
and was always there to provide assistance. In the
previously critical warehouse areas, we now have
a solution in place that should provide significant
increases in productivity. […]
In my opinion, it was excellent work.”
Jürgen Scheihing, Central Warehouse and Shipping
Manager at Amann & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG
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